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                                                                            Alive           

NEXT MEETING 
  

         The Italian Club  
 21st February 2011 10 am   
     

      Please note the time and 
date for our next get-together.  
Members and non-members 
welcome.     

Thanks to API, our sponsor. 
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     RAAF  W/T   Wartime Experiences at Cape York  (1943 - 1945)   by  82965  LAC  Mason (Archie) 

 
Most of our telegraphy training was done at Point Cook, near Melbourne, in a group of post-rookies who 

formed a "Singing Class" which daily practised Morse code letters, numbers and abbreviations or Q sigs. 
(The latter concisely covered various possible situations in the air or on the ground - QRU QSA etc.) 

A good memory and perhaps rhythmic ability was a big help as the course normally took some nine 

months to complete to a competent standard. (A fair gestation period  some of us felt.) In late 1943 
there was a modest Graduation for our entire group  photo). All this was necessary because few of us 

had previously seen a Morse code key and we were drawn from all imaginable places and trades -  
or, like myself, straight from school. 

 
Let's move north now to Cape York, one of the many different destinations allocated to us fledgling   

wireless telegraphists by Providence (AKA High Command). En route we were treated to an idyllic tropic 

cruise on the deck of the old - normally civilian - Katoomba, inside the Barrier Reef and up the        
Queensland coast, then past Horn and Thursday Islands. My RAAF unit was 33 OBU (Operational Base 

Unit) at Jacky Jacky (named after the Aboriginal companion to the explorer Edmund Kennedy) or Higgins 
Field  (call sign VNHF).           

W/Ts at 33 OBU were required to follow a duty roster of eight hours on and twenty four hours off. This 

gave us ample off- time for personal affairs. My one problem with it was the periodical midnight to eight 
am on duty shift! However the MET office in the next room were very tolerant when they must have 

known (from their chart) that the W/T had dozed off briefly, before pulling himself together and         
continuing recording their coded messages. (I speak for myself of course - I was  not at my best at 7or 8 

am after a midnight start.) Our MET Office was using weather information sent daily by Townsville 
(VNTV) which gathered it from a wide area and built up   regularly  changing weather maps for Services  

use in our northern and  Pacific region. VNTV was entirely "manned" by WAAAF W/Ts who sat at their 

Morse keys on long benches,  transmitting the data (temp., wind direction, pressure, etc) in the form of 
five-figure groups  -  ad infinitum. I was fortunate to see this spectacle once on a brief visit to Townsville 

en route to Perth. (It must have been just as monotonous for these women to send all these figures as 
for us to receive them.) 

 

Enter the CRO (Cathode Ray Oscilloscope) sitting   
demurely next to my AR7 receiver in expectation of a 

call to action. Its little screen had been tuned to the 
frequency of the transmitter in an aircraft flying    

overhead whose Morse key was operated by the WAG 

(Wireless Air Gunner) sitting in its tail. Down the    
centre of the screen of the CRO was a vertical line, 

nothing else. It was my task to watch this line while 
adjusting the tuning knob of the AR7 gently around 

our agreed frequency. For some time the CRO showed 
nothing except the motionless tuning line but at last 

blips appeared on the screen, to one side of the centre 

line. Relief! So, back to the tuning knob, and it was easy enough for me to centralise the blips coming 
from the aircraft with the CRO's screen, which meant that the WAG and I had achieved frequency unison 

and could proceed. The WAG asked for a weather report for his area. I had a short one from our MET 
Office which I transmitted promptly and was then glad to receive the acknowledgement : R TKS          

The point of all this is that without the supplementary help from the CRO we would probably not have 

been able to match our transmitters accurately enough to have heard anything at all in our headphones.  
 

Our summers at latitude 10 deg. South were very hot and humid  -  so much so that we all wore a    
minimum of clothing then, even nil on the most humid days.  Knowing this, the officer on P. A. System 

duty would occasionally have to announce,  "All Airmen will wear clothing!" This was because an aircraft 
(usually American) with a few women personnel aboard had landed at our airstrip.  

 

As VNHF our Base had Morse radio communication with some American stations in the Pacific area.  A 
problem arose in that the Americans usually sent at a high speed, using automatic Morse keys, while we 

plodded along with the standard RAAF ones. After feeling rather disadvantaged for some time, we were 
able to buy our own "bugs"   from a source (incognito) in Australia.  

To be on a par with the USA  (at last) in this small matter gave us a significant boost! 

                    Archie Mason 
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                                     An unusual Morse Code Set 

 
My wife Gwen and I were visiting the Mount Flora Regional Museum one sunny afternoon where I found an  

unusual very old Morse Code practice set. 
At first I thought it was a child’s sewing machine but after swinging the loose top of the anvil at right-angles to its 

original first-seen position it became evident that it was a homemade sounder. 

The rest of the board was concealed under a piece of cardboard and when this was removed, there stood a morse 
set complete with a key. The key was of unusual construction but was very comfortable to operate. 

I got the distinct impression that volunteers at the museum had forgotten about this morse set’s origin and it was 
not regarded as of much value as an exhibit. There was nothing printed near it, it was exposed in an obscure 

manner and enquiries to the volunteers on duty did not bring forth any information though they were as helpful 
as possible. 

I also got the impression that it was more than just a practice set, as it is equipped with terminals which could 

have been for the attachment of external lines, and it has an on/off switch, a rotary four position switch and did 
not seem to be simply a key, sounder and battery as we are accustomed to in most practice sets.  

 
Mounted externally a few inches from the edge of the board was another device which looked suspiciously like a 

line relay. This relay-like device had its armature lever lying alongside and I was quickly able to replace it where it 

belonged. It turned out to be another sounder, not having any special contacts and only 2 terminals. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

The morse board and the external sounder had been held down on the top of a bookcase by white paint. In the 
case of the morse set, it had come loose leaving the underside of the board and access to all screws and metal 

contacts unavailable to multimeter probes because of the adhering paint and the external sounder is still stuck 

down with white paint. 
 

This ancient Morse Code Set would not have been spotted by anyone but a crazy morsiac like me I’m sure. 
What its future will be I don’t know. I am seeking permission to examine it more closely perhaps get it working 

and have it exhibited in the manner that its donor probably intended. Unfortunately the records of its origin seem 

to be lost. 
 

The museum is located in Elvire Street Watermans Bay in a decommissioned water tank that supplied water to 
North Beach and Watermans Bay residents for 30 years from 1940. It depicts the history of the City of Stirling 

from seaside holiday spots to residential suburbs with photographs, stories, artifacts and every day memorabilia 
including vintage radio sets, telephones and television sets.  

You can appreciate the 360 degree views from the roof lookout which was used as an observation post during 

World War II. 
There is a superb panoramic view of the northern suburbs and coast. 

I recommend that you visit this museum on a sunny afternoon with your children, your grand-children or just 
bring yourselves.          

          Barrie Field    email: morseman@iinet.net.au 
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                                            Typical Tress RQs/BQS                                        

+ 

  WPR APA 69= RQ= 

ADELAIDESA 
 

PERTHWA 

 
RQ TAA545/WTN006 NEWMAN WA 43 03 1312 STIRLING ESTATES ETC  

16TH TEXT 132.00 DFRSX TJOEEE THIS RQ OUTSTANDING 2 DAYS X PLS 

EXPEDITE REPLY 
1.29P H 

 

+ 
 WPR APA 87= J= 

ADELAIDE TEST 
 

SUPR 

PERTHTMBWA 
 

NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD MEN ETC 

RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYR 
TEST FROM ADELAIDE 

6A HA 

 
+ 

 WPR APA 89= SDN= 

DARWIN NT 
 

PERTHWA 

 
RQ PBF408 DUNCAN REP BOSL TKS  

     3PM 

 

+ 

 WPR APA 132= RQ = 

ADELAIDE SA 
 

BQ 

OPERTHWA 
 

BQ J74 CARROLL ADDRESS POBOX3 RR POBOX3 TKS 

 
+ 

 WPR APA 153= A= 

ADELAIDE 
 

PERTHTMBWA 

 
TESTING 

                                               VALE Ray Carter, 1920 - 2011 

                                    President Sydney Morsecodian Fraternity 2008 - 2011 
  

Ray trained as Telegraphist in the 1939 training class and appointed Telegraphist in Sydney GPO. 
 

He was a Navigator/Communications officer with the RAAF during world war 2. 

 
He worked in Perth GPO in the 40's with fellow NSW Telegraphist Frank Mike (deceased) on an exchange 

basis. After transferring to the Postal side in 1962, he eventually retired as Postmaster Manly NSW, 
his residential suburb. a position he wanted dearly and obtained by the retirement of the residing PM. 

 
Ray has been President of the Sydney Morsecodian Fraternity since 2008 taking over from Gordon Hill who 

retired after 32 years as President.  

 
In 2005, he was the receiving operator at a Guinness World Record for the fastest recorded message sent 

and received, a record that is still standing. 
 

Ray will be sadly missed by his family and all that knew him. 

 
His service was well attended with a large roll up of his Telegraphist and Postal officer workmates. 

A wake was later held at the Drummoyne Sailing club. 
                                                                                                                                        Les Edwards 

From: http://john.curtin.edu.au/1940s/intouch/ 

  
As part of the war-time austerity measures, the 

number of stamps that anyone could buy at 
one time was restricted.  

Even the Prime Minister was not excepted from 
the regulations as Curtin's secretary Gladys 

Joyce recounted: 

'He had a birthday while we were there 
(in WA) and I had an awful lot of people 
writing him and we had to reply and I 
used to have to get airmail stickers and 
stamps at frequent  intervals and I went 
down to the post office and I said to the 
girl,  
"Can't you give me more than five at a 
time?  
I'm trying to handle the Prime Minister's 
mail and there's an awful lot of letters."  
 
She said, "I wouldn't care if he was the 
King of England - five is the allowance." 



President   Terry Keays  (08) 9279 4696 

Vice-President  Charlie Spalding      (08) 9293 8140 

Secretary              Richie Bright  08) 9276 6936 

Asst. Secretary Allan Greenslade (08) 9390 5410 

 

Meetings are held on the 3rd Monday in February, June  

and October each year in the Italian Club, North Perth. 

Postal Address:   Richie Bright, Secretary  

Morsecodians Fraternity of Western Australia (Inc.) 

475 Crawford Rd Dianella WA 6059 

 

Club email jarbright  tadaust.org.au 

 

NewsEditor Larry Rice email: oseagram gmail.com 

 
 

Club web-site: http://bit.ly/bqWW3W  
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                    VALE Augustus William (Gus) Allender            1931 -2010 
 
The Simplicity Chapel at Kelmscott was filled to capacity on Thursday 23rd December, when family, friends, former work mates 

and Morsecodians gathered to pay their last respects to Gus Allender who passed away on the 18th December 2010.   

Gus was born on February 23, 1931 in Geraldton; the eldest of five children. He attended primary school in Wiluna although 

missed many months at a time with the troubling eye disease Trachoma, often spending many lonely weeks at PMH in Perth.  

In spite of missing a lot of school Gus did reasonably well usually around the top of the class and was Dux at Wiluna Mine School. 

He was also a good all round athlete and a competent boxer, on one occasion taking part in an exhibition match with John Mora. 

The family moved to Geraldton in 1944 where Gus attended High School. He also helped his father operate their small market 

garden of 2 acres of peas. They then acquired 12 acres at Wonthella and grew tomato plants, peas and beans (an ambitious         

adventure in hindsight), but Gus & sister Lil helped their Dad the best they could.  

By this time Gus commenced work as a JPO at Geraldton alternating shifts of one week day shift in the telegraph room and one 

week night shift on the telephone exchange, where he tried to catch up on some sleep after working in that 'bloody garden' as he 

described it. Gus in his leisure time like to race bikes on road and track; once again he was quite successful and continued to race 

when transferred to Carnarvon. After his father's death Gus was transferred back to Geraldton to help his family and he also     

undertook exams to obtain advancement in the postal service. He also began to learn Morse code which was to become one of his 

proudest achievements in life. 

1951 saw him selected for inclusion in the Postal Training School in Perth where his Morse skills were enhanced together with 

other post office procedures. On passing out of the Training School in October 1951 Gus was transferred to Meekatharra and 

shortly afterwards to Marble Bar. He also saw service in many other North West Offices including Mullewa, Carnarvon, Fitzroy 

Crossing, Broome, Onslow, Dampier and metropolitan offices Midland and Belmont.  In 1960 he married Chris and in due course 

became the proud parents of Gaye and Mark. One particular incident which remains vivid to Gus occurred at Onslow after he took 

up as Postmaster there in 1965. At that time Onslow and Wittenoom were serviced by 3BZ radios working WT direct with the 

Perth CTO. (The nr 6 landline has effectively been destroyed by a cyclone several years before). In 1968 the circuit to Perth was 

discontinued and Onslow and Wittenoom sent their traffic to Roebourne where it was fed into the TRESS system. Then Radio  

Telephone equipment was installed in November 1968 enabling teleprinter operation. Early in 1969 a system failure occurred and 

more in hope than anything else Gus switched on the 3BZ and called Roebourne. Surprisingly Roebourne answered and Gus and 

Roebourne Postmaster Peter Edmunds commenced working traffic.  Although unofficial, it is believed this was the last PMG 

Morse telegraph circuit worked in WA  - possibly Australia. When the 3BZ radio was eventually removed from Onslow, Gus was 

given the Morse key. He still had the key when he passed away and has requested that this be donated to the Onslow museum.   

 

Wherever they were, Gus and Chris were always heavily involved in the community and with sporting and racing interests. Their 

home was always open to their friends and their children's friends and they often invited some of the aboriginal children home for a 

Sunday roast.  Gus resigned from the PMG in 1971 and became a publican, followed by a move to Carnarvon where he ran the 

TAB.  After the family moved to Perth in 1975 Gus and later with son Mark managed the TAB at the new Burswood Casino. 

Once again community involvement saw Gus getting a group of boys together and forming a football team (Chris washed the 

jumpers and Gus became coach and transport manager).  

 

Later on Gus became involved in the Taxi industry where he continued to set high standards. Helping to load or unload luggage 

and shopping and often seeing people home even if they didn't have enough money for the fare. A selfless gentleman in the true 

sense of the word. With Chris not in the best of health Gus honoured his marriage vows 'in sickness and in health' as he devoted his 

time to caring for her and the domestic duties in addition to his work. Sadly Chris predeceased Gus some 10 years earlier. 

In retirement Gus was a very active, respected and long serving member of The Morsecodians Fraternity of WA Inc., regularly 

attending at the Royal Show and at the old Jarrahdale PostOffice where the Morsecodians had telegraph displays. He was a very 

competent Morse operator. 

 

More recently, with failing health, Gus was frequently hospitalised, however he made light of his problems and always had a 

cheery greeting for whoever he met. Standing at well over 6 feet, Gus was one of nature's gentle giants who never had a bad word 

for anyone. He will be sadly missed by his many friends and all Morsecodians. Gus is survived by daughter Gaye and son Mark; 

father in law of Donna, Pop of Mark, Shannon, Kimberley and Courtenay, and brother of Lillian and Bill.                      Richie Bright 

                 Special Event  

 
         10th April 2011      
 
Dial-up circuit to Alice Springs during Morse week 
from the Revolutions building in Whiteman Park  
Perth from 10am-4pm WA time. 
 
Organiser—Richie Bright. 


